B U C K L E U P, W E A R E G E T T I N G
R E A DY TO TA K E O F F
S tep into the digital world of farming
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The journey of our collaboration has been one of a kind, and
we still have many more milestones ahead of us. Borealis
L.A.T, with its headquar ters in Vienna, Austria, is one of the
major European market leaders of producing and supplying
crop nutrition products serving farmers and retailers in 19
countries across Europe on the highest industry standards.
In January 2018, we embarked on a multi-year long par tnership
to change the Borealis L.A.T digital identity and help them
realize their vision of making a future -proof digital mark
in the fer tilizer industry.

Working in close collaboration with the
company’s PM team, the relaunch of the
Borealis L.A.T website along with a renewed
brand identity stirred up their way of thinking
about digital space. We are bold creators,
so we grabbed the oppor tunity to shape
the way the world sees the fer tilizer industry.

Thus, we created a unique process that
resulted in high-standard technological
solutions, increasing customer satisfaction,
and a new visual brand to strengthen the
recognition of Borealis L.A.T’s position
and products.

THE CHALLENGE

The company, as a leader in the
European fertilizer business, needed
an improved strategy and identity
with updated technological solutions.
On the other hand, we assigned for
creating a digital product that had
to be engaging and appealing for
farmers from 19 different countries
who generally spend their time
away from the wwws and .coms
of the world. Thirdly, the current
content management system had
a rigid structure not able to organize
translations and automatization,
which was reflected in the website’s
lack of personality, and a very low
level of user engagement.

U N D E RS TA N D I N G
THE DRIVING ENGINE

A I N’T N O
M O U N TA I N
HIGH ENOUGH

Our marketing and digital CX specialists team has traveled about
5000 km, involving 8 site-visits to get to know the Borealis L.A.T
customer base in-depth, in order to create a comprehensive
customer experience mapping. Alongside this, we conducted an
international market research survey with the purpose of defining
the user personas most accurately. Well-defined farmer and
reseller personas enabled us to efficiently identify, communicate,
and comply with the company’s user needs. Knowing the audience
precisely, helped us refine the features, visual and functional
elements of the Borealis L.A.T website, which was of utmost
importance in creating the overall added value.

FA R M E R

R E S E LLE R

A PPE A R A N C E S T H AT M AT T E R
D I G I TA L I D E N T I T Y A N D
V I S UA L C O N T E N T C R E AT I O N

We needed to turn the tide and show the world the hidden beauty
and clear benefits of crop nutrition. We addressed this based on our
research, thus we have created a connected UX strategy focusing on
the touchpoints at which the different user types come into contact
with the brand, seeing our product less as a stand-alone experience,
but part of a wider network of experiences. For making it shiny, our
UI design team had created a new digital identity with an entirely
renewed icon library, engaging design elements, and a unique visual
style guide.

Care and appreciation for nature, human engagement were
the elements that could complete the precise and factual
offers of the brand. That is why we upgraded the visual
content of the website by creating a fresh and vivid photo
and video library consisting of more than 1000 new images,
as a result of 6 seasonal shootings following the evolution
of nature throughout the year.

W H AT I S U N D E R T H E H O O D?
COGNITIVE STUDIO

A while back, we have transformed the old ways of content
management by creating our in-house DXP. So we have taken our
DXP as a basis and tailor-made it complying with Borealis L.A.T’s
needs: custom modules, able to uphold 19 different countries
with multilingual contents, crops that are country dependent, and
different fertilizer products specter available in specific countries.

User-friendly content creation and management, connectivity
to ex ternal translation agencies are all such features that
Cognitive Studio is capable of upholding. A future-proof content
management tool with an appealing layout and flexible structure
serves the editors in the most self-explanatory way. Thus we
implemented the Cognitive Studio with personalized functionalities
with 8 levels of admin and editor types. Due to its modular built
and scalability, Cognitive Studio facilitates the cross-country
organizational structure of the company and handles the high
complexity of the country-crop-nutrition combinations.

R E A DY, S T E A DY, G O!
BRINGING THE BR AND
TO LIFE

The implementation of the launch strategy consisted of building:

2

Dedicated landing pages

5

Targeted channels
The launch of the rebranded
website and its new identity was
strategically planned to have the
biggest impact in the digital space
of the agronomic industry, so we
raised the bar high.

6

Different countries
hyper personalized

10

Custom video ads

2000
Digital banner ads

The company’s philosophy of supporting farmers with the best quality fertilizer products
enhanced by its online tool, NutriGuide offering personalized recommendations to grow
efficiently was the basis of the strategy. During the launch period, in partnership with
Borealis L.A.T, we brought to life one of the most sophisticated digital products
step by step.

During the launch campaigns, we managed to overachieve our initial KPIs:
we reached 137% of the initial target number of farmers and resellers in 6 countries
through the revamped digital identity and new online farming tool in the first month.
Then, in only 4 months, we already engaged 9% of our 5-year target in only 19 countries.

19 countries
1st launch

Web banner ads

571 - graphs

180 - working days

Nationalities within
the core team

Emotional pictures
taken

More than 300.000
lines of code

CC and Borealis L.A.T
teams’ average age

HOLDING ON
TO E AC H OT H E R S

The journey has not yet come to an end.
Along the way, we had our laughs, our
moments of truth and we can say that
our partnership and mutual appreciation
for each other is still growing, as we
have the same goal: reaching for
the stars and never stopping there.
The enormous workload of content
creation by the Borealis L.A.T team,
the obstacles we’ve overcome during
the building and creation process and
the high complexity of challenges
had made us a great team and
better human beings.

The results are showing that our team effort has been paying off.
Stats of January 2019 compared to January 2018 show already
significant improvements:
•
•
•
•

Returning visitor rate: increased by 30%
Bounce rate decreased by 20%
Average duration per session increased by 74%
Pages per session: increased by 74%

January - Project kick-off
August - Fine tuning system demos
Start the launch campaign for both
website and Nutriguide in 6 countries

February - System architecture for digital identity

September - Internal launch of website

March - June - Cognitive Studio implementation
Customer development

October - Official public launch
of website and Nutriguide
Today supporting
and sustaining digital growth

March - International market research
Customer experience mapping

April - User persona definition

April - October - Visual content creation
(photo and video library expansion)

May - June - Wireframes, UI design
Launch Campaign strategy & planning

T E S TI M O N I A L S

ROA D M A P

June - August - Campaign materials
(messages, contents) & channel setup

Veronika E T TINGE R
Head of Marketing at Borealis L.A.T
“Going through our digital step-up journey was a fantastic crossfunctional experience for our team. Cognitive Creators stood out
already in the pre-tender qualification phase with their pro-active
approach in perceiving and understanding customer needs. The initial
positive impressions were confirmed throughout our cooperation.
Working together was a great experience of creativity, professionalism,
flexibility, achievement and last not least, it was also really good fun!”

S E R V I C E L I N E:

Brand strategy planning
and implementation

Customer Experience
Mapping

Visual content creation
(photography & videography)

Launch Strategy Creation
and Implementation

Web development

Digital Marketing Campaigns
(Google Ads, YouTube, Facebook, Media Partners)

UX Strategy & UI Design

Implementation of Cognitive Studio
and custom modules

Digital Identity Design

Quality Assurance, Support
and Maintenance

User Persona
& Market Trend Research
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